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Safe, secure 
care for your 
most precious 
patients   

When caring for infants, moving the patient 
from one station to the next can create 
unnecessary discomfort and risk. That’s  
why we designed the Midmark® 640 
Pediatric Examination Table to weigh, 
measure and examine infants in one safe, 
secure location. Because at Midmark, we 
believe that who’s using our equipment is 
every bit as important as how and why it’s 
being used. 
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Weigh, measure and  
examine infants safely  
and securely
The Midmark® 640 is designed with features that can help you weigh, measure 
and examine infant patients safely, accurately and efficiently. Press the Zero/On 
button and within seconds the scale display will read, “Scale ready.” Place the 
infant on the scale and the weight will automatically display. When you want to 
measure the patient, simply pull out the infantometer, then slide it back into 
place when finished. 
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01  Reweigh allows you to  
     recapture weight with the  
     press of a button—no  
     need to pick the infant  
     back up. 

02  A surface height of 36  
     inches provides easy  
     access and reduces  
     the need for repeated  
     bending during the exam. 

03  Upholstered end panels,  
     beveled sides and flat  
     surfaces with no sharp  
     edges help ensure  
      patient safety. 

04  For storage needs, there  
     is an oversized drawer  
     as well as a bulk storage  
    area designed for  
     keeping diapers  
     and equipment. 

05  A hidden paper roll  
    holder with a paper  
     tear strap at one end  
     adds convenience.

06  The built-in scale  
     measures in pounds  
     or kilograms with unit  
     lock to help ensure  
     consistency and  
     automatically shuts  
     off after 30 seconds  
     to conserve energy. 
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COLOR OPTIONS

Mist 813 UltraFree Stone 865

Obsidian 857 UltraFree Spice 863

Dream 847 UltraFree Latte 870

Shaded Garden 853

Curative Copper 846

Latte 860

Stone 814 UltraFree Restful Path 868

Iron Ore 851 UltraFree Harbor 861

Oasis 843 UltraFree Cranberry 869

Mineral 844 UltraFree Branch 864

Citrus 849

Cranberry 859

Robust Brown 852

Restful Path 858 UltraFree Obsidian 867

Lunar Gray 845 UltraFree Wheatgrass 862

Soothing Blue 855 UltraFree Dark Linen 866

Healing Waters 848

Sandy Retreat 850

Dark Linen 856

Deep Earth 854

SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARD UPHOLSTERY COLORS ULTRAFREE UPHOLSTERY COLORS 640

Patient Weight Capacity:
4.5 lb (2 kg) - 40 lb (18 kg)

Scale Resoluton:
0.5 oz for pounds-ounces
0.02 lb for pounds
0.01 kg for kilograms

Scale Accuracy:
< 22 lb (10 kg) +/- 1.0 oz (28 g) 
   22 lb (10 kg) +/- 2.0 oz (56 g)

Built-In Measurement Arm offers 
a range of measurement 15-36”  
(38.1-91.4 cm)

Working Height: 
35.8" (90.8 cm) 

Table Top Length: 
41.9" (106.4 cm)

Table Top Depth: 
20.8" (52.7 cm)

Paper Roll Holder: 
Upper portion of table 
accommodates one 14"  
(35.6 cm) long, 3" (7.6 cm) 
diameter roll

Drawer: 
33" x 15" x 4.125"  
(83.8 cm x 38.1 cm x 10.5 cm)

Drawer is constructed of high 
impact polystyrene with rounded 
corners for easy cleaning and is 
supported by side-mounted ball 
bearing steel slides.

Bulk Storage: 
33.5" x 17" x 18.38"  
(85 cm x 43.2 cm x 46.7 cm) 

SAFETY STANDARDS

640 table meets  60601  
medical safety standard for  
US and Canada. 

OPTIONS

Door/Drawer Locks 



 
CARB 93129.2 Phase 2 Compliant and TSCA Title VI Compliant

The color examples shown are the best representation of the 
original material. Actual color may vary slightly. We strongly 
recommend that you contact Midmark Customer Experience at 
1.800.MIDMARK to request a sample before placing your order.

Midmark is an ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 Certified Company. 
Certain products are not included. See the complete list at: 
midmark.com/ISO

For more information, contact your Midmark dealer or call:  
1.800.MIDMARK 

Outside the USA call: 1.937.526.3662 or visit our website: 
midmark.com
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